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Inter-Rater Agreement and Usability: A Comparative
Evaluation of Annotation Tools for Sentiment Annotation
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Abstract: We present the results of a comparative evaluation study of five annotation tools with
50 participants in the context of sentiment and emotion annotation of literary texts. Ten participants per tool annotated 50 speeches of the play Emilia Galotti by G. E. Lessing. We evaluate the
tools via standard usability and user experience questionnaires, by measuring the time needed for
the annotation, and via semi-structured interviews. Based on the results we formulate a recommendation. In addition, we discuss and compare the usability metrics and methods to develop best
practices for tool selection in similar contexts. Furthermore, we also highlight the relationship
between inter-rater agreement and usability metrics as well as the effect of the chosen tool on
annotation behavior.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, computational methods of sentiment and emotion analysis have found
their way into several areas of Digital Humanities (DH), most notable computational
literary studies (cf. [KK18a]). The goal of this method is to analyze and predict sentiments and emotions in written text [Li16]. Concerning literary texts, recent research
explores the application of sentiment analysis methods in fairy tales [ARS05], novels
[KK11] and historic plays [Mo11, NB13, SB18, SBD18a] predominantly with rulebased prediction methods. However, when compared to human annotated gold standards,
prediction accuracies are rather low [SB18, SBW19, KK18b]. Therefore, current studies
strive to acquire large-scale sentiment- and emotion-annotated corpora that can be used
for advanced machine learning purposes. However, annotators of studies for manual
sentiment annotation in the context of literary texts report that this is a tedious, challenging and time-consuming task [SBD18b]. Furthermore, due to the subjective nature of
literary texts, agreement among annotators tends to be rather low and at best moderate
[SB18, KK18b] which also hinders the design of valuable corpora.
To facilitate and improve the sentiment annotation process for the annotators we want to
highlight the role of the annotation tool. Depending on the specific task, researchers in
DH can select from various annotation tools of different domains for manual annotation.
In most studies, the selection of a specific tool seems arbitrary and reflections and expla1
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nations about the selection process as well as about the usability and user experience of
the used tools are often missing. Furthermore, systematic evaluation of annotation tools
are rare [Bu12], mostly done heuristically via an expert analysis following usability
guidelines [Ga04, SP05, Bu12] with basic usability tests with rather low sample sizes
[HP15] or combining both approaches [DGS04]. At the same time, there are no specific
recommendations which methods to employ from the plethora of quantitative and qualitative usability and user experience (UX)-metrics [AT13] for evaluating semantic annotation tasks. Furthermore, while usability and user experience are important aspects of an
annotation tool, one of the most important metrics in the description of semantic corpora
is the inter-annotator agreement. Additionally, oftentimes the quality of manual annotation tools is measured via task completion rates and the correctness of the annotations.
However, when dealing with more subjective annotation types that do not have a definitive right or wrong annotation (as is often the case with semantic annotation) the usage
of these metrics is not possible. Therefore, we also propose to integrate agreement metrics as substitute metric when evaluating annotation tools. Though it could sound counterintuitive that the annotation tool has an influence on the agreement among annotators
when the annotation schema and the overall functionality is the same, we want to investigate if the tool might explain variance in agreement statistics or annotation behavior in
general. We assume that usability and complexity of a tool can influence concentration
and motivation of annotators and therefore influences the general annotation behavior.
In the following, we present results in the context of sentiment and emotion annotation
for German historic plays. The study followed a between-subject design with 50 participants and five different tools. Ten participants per tool were presented with the same
annotation tasks and multiple usability and UX-metrics as well as annotation and agreement statistics were gathered and compared. The research goals (RG) of this study are:
(RG1) To identify the most user-friendly tool for this specific annotation task and compare the tools to each other.
(RG2) To compare and analyze usability and UX-metrics and discuss which are most
fitting in the context of sentiment annotation tasks in DH.
(RG3) To examine if those usability and UX-metrics relate to annotation behavior and
agreement statistics.
(RG4) To examine if the annotation behavior and agreement statistics are influenced by
the tool chosen.

2
2.1

Methods
Annotation Material, Scheme, and Process

As material for the sentiment and emotion annotation, we used historic German plays,
more specifically the play Emilia Galotti by the German playwright Gotthold Ephraim
Lessing. Plays have been in the focus of sentiment analysis in computational literary
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studies [NB13, SB18] and specifically for Lessing annotation studies have already been
carried out [SBD18b].
All participants annotated the first 53 speeches of the play. A speech is a single utterance
of a character separated by utterances of other characters and can consist of one or multiple sentences. All speeches were presented with the name of the character and the
speech in the correct order. First, annotators had to annotate the sentiment, if the speech
is rather positive, neutral or negative (we also refer to this concept as polarity). We instructed the annotators to annotate the sentiment that they feel is the most adequate for
the given speech. In a second step, annotators could choose up to eight emotion classes
(e.g. anger, sadness, surprise) they feel are present in the specific speech. Annotators
could select no emotion or multiple ones. The entire annotation scheme and process was
similar to studies by [SBD18b]. The annotation scheme and process were set up for
every tool in a way that participants were able to perform the task with minimal effort
and did not have to deal with any settings.
Before the start of the annotation task, a moderator explained the annotation process and
the tool for every participant. The first three annotations were done together with the
moderator and served as training. We do not include those three annotations into our
analysis, thus only 50 speech annotations are used. The annotators were instructed to
work in the pace they prefer and inform the annotator when the annotation was finished..
We did not include techniques like “thinking-aloud” since we wanted to measure the
time needed for the task and methods like this may skew usability performance metrics.
After the annotation participants had to fill out questionnaires and we conducted a semistructured interview.
We chose a between-subject design so every annotator must annotate the same speeches
and there is no influence concerning the individual annotation difficulty of the speeches.
However, the individual characteristics of the annotators certainly have an influence on
all metrics, so if the annotators of a specific tool have specific characters, data might get
skewed. Nevertheless, we try to control this annotator-specific influence by gathering
rather large sample sizes with 10 participants per tool.
2.2

Tool Selection

To approach the tool selection for our study systematically, we first collected a list of
annotation tools by researching the web and contacting experts. The list consists of 29
tools and is available online 2. From this list, we included five different tools into our
study. First, we decided to include all tools that have been used in similar projects about
sentiment annotation of literary texts. Therefore, we chose Microsoft Word, which has
been used by [SBD18b]. The usage of tools like Word or Excel for annotation tasks is
not uncommon in DH (e.g. [DBW17, SBD18b]) since those tools are well-known and
2
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adaptable. To perform the sentiment and emotion annotation in Word every speech is
presented with tables. Participants can mark their selection for a sentiment or emotion in
a table (cf. [SBD18b]). Another tool that has been used for sentiment annotation of literary text by [KK18b] is WebAnno 3 [Yi13]. WebAnno is a web-based annotation tool that
has become popular for semantic annotation in DH [Pe14]. We also included the tool
Sentimentator 4 [ÖK18] since it has been used for sentiment annotation of a similar text
sort: subtitles of movies. The Sentimentator is a web tool designed specifically for the
context of sentiment and emotion annotation integrating gamification concepts. In addition, we also included two other tools often used in DH research: CATMA 5 (cf. [Bö15])
is one of the most popular tools for annotation in DH being used in research and education as well 6. As last tool we also included eMargin 7 [KG12], which is a very adaptable
online collaborative annotation tool usable for more general private annotations but also
for research [AP17]. Overall, we selected a reasonable mixture of general as well as
specialized tools to analyze the impact of the tool selection. Note that the annotation is
presented and performed in a rather different way in every tool. However, we configured
the setting of each tool in a way that the annotations are comparable. We will refer to
these differences in more detail when discussing the results.
2.3

Usability and User Experience Methods Used in the Experiment

Usability professionals often differ between more subjective self-reported data and more
objective performance metrics [AT13]. To get a holistic view on the comparison of the
tools, we included both types of metrics. We gathered usability and UX-metrics that are
rather established. One such metric to operationalize the performance is the time needed
to complete a task (also called time on task, [AT13]). We measure the time needed for
the entire annotation. The lower this metric the more efficient the tool.
The first questionnaire we employed is the System Usability Scale (SUS; [Br96]). The
SUS is an established and validated instrument to measure usability [BKM09]. The SUS
consists of 10 statements concerning the subjective overall usability of a tool. Users can
agree upon these statements on a 5-point-Likert-scale. Via calculation recommendations,
a tool can achieve up to 100 points for a “perfect” overall usability. To operationalize the
concept of UX we use a short version of the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ-S;
[SHT17]), which is also an established questionnaire in usability engineering. The short
version consists of eight semantic differentials like boring-exciting. Participants can
mark their tendency towards an attribute on a 5-point scale. Another short questionnaire
that gathered attention in usability engineering in recent years is the NASA Task Load
Index (NASA-TLX; [HS88]). This questionnaire allows the assessment of the perceived
workload of a task on multiple dimensions like mental, physical or temporal demand.
3
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For six dimensions, participants can rate the demand on a scale from 1 (very low) to 10
(very high). By adding up all eight values, we gather an overall value for the workload of
the annotation task with a specific tool. This way of calculation was recommended and
validated by [HS88]. We propose that this questionnaire is fitting for the evaluation of
annotation tools in our context since it has been shown that the overall effort is high and
the task challenging [SBD18b]. Therefore, tools that lower this effort can be regarded as
better for this task.
Besides these standard questionnaires, we also integrated specific questions on the annotation task. Participants rated if they understood what they had to do during the annotation, how difficult the task was perceived and how confident they are about their annotations. Participants answered via 5-point Likert scales. [SBD18b] were able to gather
further insights using a similar questionnaire. In addition, we also analyze metrics that
are usually analyzed in annotation projects like the annotation distributions for every
annotation layer and the inter-rater agreement per tool. Finally, participants also completed a general demographic questionnaire.
After completing all questionnaires, we also conducted a semi-structured interview with
all participants about all positive and negative aspects they noticed. Due to length constraints, we will not report the results of those interviews in detail but integrate them
when discussing the results in section 4.
2.4

Participants in the Study

Our sample consists of 50 participants, 10 for each tool with 26 female and 24 male
participants. The youngest participant was 17 years old, the oldest 55 years (M=25.7);
however, the majority of the participants were in the age group from 20-35 years (n=48).
Most of the participants were students (n=28) or employed (n=20). We purposefully only
chose non-experts in the context of literary studies and Lessing since this is the annotator
group we want to focus on in further research.

3

Results

In the following, we first present descriptive statistics for all the metrics. Furthermore,
we perform significance tests with the tool as independent variable and usability metrics
and annotation distributions as dependent variables examining if there is a significant
effect of the chosen tool. The significance level is chosen as p<.05.
3.1

Overall time and time per annotation

Table 1 illustrates the average time needed (in seconds) and the standard deviation for
every tool. We will mark important results in the table as bold.
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Time

Measure
M
Sd

WebAnno
1530
395.12

Word
1243
289.15

CATMA
1491
296.63

eMargin
1621
597.5

Sentimentator
946
193.49

Tab. 1: Descriptive statistics - Time and time per annotation

Using eMargin resulted in the highest duration for the annotation. Here, the annotation
took around 29 minutes taking on average half a minute to perform an annotation, while
the annotation was performed fastest with Word (20 minutes) and Sentimentator (15
minutes). Furthermore, the variance for eMargin is much larger, while the duration is
rather stable among participants when using Word or Sentimentator. Using the tool as an
independent variable we conducted a one-way between subjects ANOVA to show that
there is a significant difference between the tools (F(4, 45) = 5.18, p=.002).
3.2

Questionnaires

Table 2 summarizes the results of the questionnaire-based metrics: SUS, UEQ-S and
NASA-TLX. Note that the ranges are different: The SUS-value can range from 0 (very
bad usability) to 100 (very good usability), the UEQ-S from 8 (very bad UX) to 40 (very
good UX) and the NASA-TLX from 1 (very low workload) to 60 (very high workload).

SUS
UEQ-S
NASA-TLX

Measure

WebAnno

Word

CATMA

eMargin

Sentimentator

M

42.5
13.94

82.25
9.46

69

56.75

76.5

Sd

20.21

18.37

23.4

M
Sd
M
Sd

21.9
8.61
37.4
8.92

26.1
2.92
23.1
5.78

24.5
4.5
37.1
6.64

21.8
7.12
29.5
4.43

30.6
3.57
26.6
5.76

Tab. 2: Descriptive statistics - SUS, UEQ-S, NASA-TLX

Considering the SUS metric, Word achieves the highest score with 82.25, which can be
regarded as “good” usability according to [BKM09]. All other tools achieve values that
can be regarded as “OK” except for WebAnno which would be regarded as “poor”.
Sentimentator is rated highest considering the UX (M = 30.6). The results for NASATLX are rather similar to the SUS, the subjective workload is regarded the lowest for
Word (M = 23.1) and the highest for WebAnno (M = 37.4). One way ANOVAs for every
metric show that the effect of the tool on the individual metric is significant: SUS (F(4,
45) = 8.08, p<.000), UEQ-S (F(4,45) = 9.64, p=.008), NASA-TLX (F(4,45) = 9.64,
p<.000).
We also integrated three questions about the overall understanding of the annotation
task, the perceived easiness and the certainty of the annotations on a 5-point Likert scale.
The higher the value the higher the understanding/certainty and the lower the perceived
difficulty. Table 3 summarizes the descriptive statistics:
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Understanding

Measure
M
Sd

Easiness
Certainty

WebAnno
4.1
0.74

Word
4.5
0.52

CATMA
4.7
0.48

eMargin
4.6
0.52

Sentimentator
4.6
0.52

M

2.8

2.9

1.8

2.7

2.8

Sd

1.14

0.88

1.23

0.68

0.92

M

2.3

3.1

2.4

2.7

3.0

Sd

1.25

1.29

0.97

1.16

0.82

Tab. 3: Descriptive statistics - Understanding, easiness, certainty

The average values considering all three metrics are very similar, especially for the overall understanding. For the easiness Word is identified as the tool with the highest perceived task easiness (M = 2.9). Furthermore, participants felt the most certain about their
annotations with Word (M = 3.1) and Sentimentator (M=3.0). However, one-way
ANOVAS showed that the differences among the tools for those items is not significant.
3.3

Annotation metrics

Considering annotation metrics we first present results about the annotation distributions. Table 4 shows the distribution for the first annotation task: the polarity. Note that
for several tools annotators missed out annotations, so this is another class next to negative, neutral and positive.
No annotation

WebAnno
1

Word
0

CATMA
54

eMargin
3

Sentimentator
0

Overall
58

negative

135

133

128

122

124

642

neutral

167

169

175

231

230

972

positive

197

198

143

144

146

828

Tab. 4: Annotation distributions (Polarity)

In general, most annotations were neutral (39%) and positive (33%). We made two interesting findings analyzing tool-specific differences between the distributions. First,
CATMA has the highest number of missing annotations (11%). Second, while the distributions between WebAnno and Word on the one hand and between eMargin and
Sentimentator on the other hand are very similar, the distributions between those groups
are rather different. Annotators tend to choose most of the times neutral annotations with
Sentimentator and eMargin (56%) while they choose most of the time positive annotations when using Word and WebAnno (39%) and neutral only second most (33%). Calculating a Chi-square test of independence, we found a significant effect of the chosen tool
on the distributions because of those differences (χ2(12) = 238.26, p<.000).
For the emotion annotation we do not want to go in depth about distributions of every of
the eight classes but focus solely on the general number of emotion annotations. Note
that annotators could chose 0-8 emotions per annotation. Table 5 shows the average
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number of emotion annotations per tool:

Number of annotations

Measure
M

WebAnno
1.01

Word
1.36

CATMA
.81

eMargin
.82

Sentimentator
1.1

Sd

0.15

0.95

0.57

0.71

0.88

Tab. 5: Descriptive statistics - Number of emotion annotations

On average, annotators tended to annotate the most emotions with Word while the participants with CATMA and eMargin tended to avoid emotion annotations. This effect of the
tool on the number of emotion annotations is significant (F(4, 2495) = 51.32, p<.000).
To analyze the agreement among annotators we use two metrics: Krippendorff’s α is an
established metric to measure inter-annotator agreement recommended for annotations
with more than two annotators and proven to be stable [AVL14]. We also report the
average agreement among all annotators in percent by calculating the agreement for all
annotator pairs and dividing it by the number of annotator pairs (table 6). We only report
the results about the polarity annotations (negative, neutral, positive).
Krippendorff’s α
Average agreement in
percent

WebAnno
0.23

Word
0.35

CATMA
0.17

eMargin
0.27

Sentimentator
0.28

48.8%

57.2%

40.4%

53.2%

54%

Tab. 6: Agreement metrics (Polarity)

Overall, the agreement among annotators is rather low. According to [LK77], agreement
levels for the majority of the tools are regarded as fair agreement (0.2-0.4). Participants
using CATMA show a poor agreement (<0.2) mostly because users oftentimes forgot to
annotate a speech at all when using this tool (table 4). The agreement levels are close to
each other; however, participants using Word have the highest agreement. The low to
fair agreement levels among annotators are in line with other research in the context of
sentiment annotation of literary texts [SBD18b, [KK18b].

4
4.1

Discussion
Tool Evaluation

Word and Sentimentator are consistently rated the highest, they are the easiest and fastest
to use and lead to higher perceived annotation certainty. We assume that there are multiple reasons for this result. Both tools are similar concerning the annotation in that it is
done rather easy by clicking one button or marking one field without interaction with the
text. For the other tools, it is necessary to first mark text and then select the annotation.
The annotators reported in the interviews that this is a very tedious task since some tools
take several seconds time after selecting the text before one can assign the annotation.
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Furthermore, it is far easier to forget annotations and it also leads annotators to annotate
fewer emotions in general. The positive results for Sentimentator are not surprising since
this tool has been designed specifically for sentiment annotation. We assumed that it is a
disadvantage that annotators can only see one speech for the annotation while with other
tools multiple speeches are visible thus allowing to integrate the context. However, annotators did not report this as a major issue. At first sight, the good rating for Word may
appear as counterintuitive since Word is not specifically designed for annotation. However, the fact that the overall UI of Word is well-known might be a significant advantage, especially when dealing with a sample of non-experts in the field of annotation.
In addition, this software has been developed and optimized with respect to usability and
UX for decades. Therefore, for some use cases in DH, one might recommend to rely on a
standard tool with a good usability / UX baseline like this. Comparing Word with
Sentimentator, we only identified that Word seems to produce a lower workload while
the Sentimentator has a higher rated UX. Note that we do not make any general assumptions about the usability and UX of the tools in any other context since usability results
are very task depending. Changing the type of annotation, e.g. to linguistic annotations,
other tools might very well be more valuable. For example, Sentimentator and Word are
rarely adaptable to other types of annotations. Also, it is necessary to mention that we
did not regard any functionality for administrators. Apparent disadvantages for a tool
like Word are missing automatic exports and user management functions, which are not
part of this study.
4.2

Analysis and Comparison of Usability and UX metrics

Comparing the usage of our questionnaires, we did not identify noticeable differences
between the perceived usability (SUS), the user experience (UEQ-S) and workload
(NASA-TLX). Overall, we would regard one questionnaire as sufficient and only recommend the usage of multiple ones if a more detailed analysis is necessary. Regarding
user feedback, we realized that while participants were focused on basic usability issues
and problems with the interpretation of the annotation process itself, UX-specific aspects
were rarely mentioned. Since annotation in DH is oftentimes embedded in a (complex)
working context, usability seems to be more important, thus we recommend surveys like
the SUS and NASA-TLX. However, regarding methods like crowdsourcing, UX and joy
of use might become more critical. The short questionnaire derived by Schmidt et al.
(2018) did not lead to more insights except for the measuring of the subjective certainty.
Nevertheless, this aspect is analyzed via agreement statistics anyway. Gathering qualitative data via interviews was helpful to find explanations for apparent problems and to
gather recommendations on possible tool and process improvements. However, we realized that the feedback became rather repetitive after five participants per tool. If the task
is to only decide upon multiple tools, one is capable doing so solely by gathering survey
data. If the goal is indeed to decide between multiple tools and furthermore resources are
rare, we recommend designing usability tests with few questionnaires. However, if the
goal is to design a new tool we recommend acquiring fewer participants but integrating
more qualitative methods like interviews.
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4.3

The Relationship of the Tool and Annotation Behavior

We did find an effect of tool selection on annotation behavior and agreement metrics.
However, this effect seems to be rather small. First, participants using the more usable
tools Word and Sentimentator report higher levels of certainty. Second, as already outlined in section 4.2, the higher usability of the annotation process for Word and
Sentimentator lead to more emotion annotations while for other tools some speeches
were entirely missed out. Third, if we rank the tools according to their average ratings in
the questionnaires as well as with the agreement statistics, we get a very similar order
(see table 7) thus proving the influence of the tool on annotation behavior and inter-rater
agreement.
Ordered by SUS

Ordered by UEQ-S

Word
Sentimentator
CATMA
eMargin
WebAnno

Sentimentator
Word
CATMA
WebAnno
eMargin

Ordered by NASATLX
Word
Sentimentator
eMargin
CATMA
WebAnno

Ordered by
Krippendorff’s α
Word
Sentimentator
eMargin
WebAnno
CATMA

Tab. 7: Tools ordered by different metrics

At first glance, these results are counterintuitive since the annotation task and scheme
stay the same. Rating the sentiment of a speech, in theory, has nothing to do with the
chosen tool. In a more general perspective, though, tools shape the way we think and act
to a certain degree. We hypothesize that the less user friendly the annotation process is
designed the lower the motivation and concentration which leads to rather arbitrary annotation. However, if the tool is designed in a way the annotator can solely focus on the
annotation task, the annotations among annotators become more similar and stable, thus
annotators are more capable to choose the “objectively” correct annotation. These results
prove that especially when dealing with vague annotations that are open to interpretation, the usability and UX of a tool is very important and researchers should take this
into account when selecting the annotation tools. In the future, we want to conduct further large-scale studies to gather more insights about the effect of the tool on the annotation behavior.
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